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“JADEX”

General Jacques Alfred Dextraze

These occasional papers are named in honour of the legendary Canadian Army

General Jacques Alfred Dextraze, CC, CMM, CBE, DSO, CD, LL.D., affectionately

known to his soldiers first as ‘Mad Jimmy’ and then later simply, ‘JADEX’.  Born 15

August 1919, he joined the Canadian Army in 1940 as a private soldier.  He would end

his military career 37 years later as a full general and the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS).

Jacques Dextraze received his early education at St. Joseph’s College in

Berthierville before joining the Dominion Rubber Company as a salesman.  During the

Second World War, he left his civilian employment and enlisted as a private soldier with

the Fusiliers Mont-Royal (FMR) in July 1940, shortly after the fall of France.  Showing

leadership potential during training, he was promoted to acting sergeant, but his first

attempt to gain a commission in early 1941 was refused by the regiment.  Nevertheless,

he continued to display good-natured leadership and great skill, especially in instructing

other soldiers.  He was eventually commissioned in early 1942, and applied for active

service overseas as soon as his officer training was complete.

Lieutenant Dextraze arrived in England just after the Dieppe Raid in August.  With

his unit decimated in that attack, it fell on him and other new junior officers to rebuild the

unit and make it combat ready once more.  The resourceful and dedicated young

Dextraze applied himself completely to the task, showing great leadership at all times.

By June 1944, Dextraze and the FMR were ready for combat.

The FMR landed in France in the first week of July as part of the 6th Canadian

Infantry Brigade, 2nd Canadian Infantry Division.  It immediately went into action as the

1st Canadian Army was ordered to attack and destroy the remaining German resistance

in Normandy and secure positions for the breakout battle that would follow.

On 1 August 1944, Major Dextraze commanded D Company in an attack to capture

the church of St. Martin de Fontenay. The church, which was used as an observation

post by the enemy, commanded the whole area and threatened the success of further

operations of 6th Brigade, as it dominated a feature that had to be captured to secure the

front.  D Company took heavy losses in the assault from enemy machine gun and mortar

fire which swept the open streets.  Realizing that it was vital to keep up the momentum

of the attack, Major Dextraze rushed forward and with no regard for his own safety

personally led the assault into the church yard through enemy grenades, rifle and
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machine gun fire.  In the sharp hand-to-hand fight that ensued, Major Dextraze, “setting

the example”, overwhelmed the enemy and captured the position.  Almost immediately

the enemy counter-attacked, but Major Dextraze quickly organized the remainder of his

men and defeated all efforts against his position.  For his tremendous personal

leadership and bravery in combat, the Army awarded Major Dextraze the Distinguished

Service Order (DSO).  His men awarded him the title, “Mad Jimmy”.

In December 1944 Major Dextraze was promoted to lieutenant-colonel and

command of his regiment.  He led the FMR through the remainder of the war, earning a

second DSO for his leadership in the liberation of the city of Groningen, the Netherlands,

on 15 April 1945.  The 6th Canadian Infantry Brigade was given the task of clearing the

enemy from the centre of Groningen, and the FMR were ordered to clear the eastern half

of the city.  This involved house-to-house fighting, as the enemy was determined to hold

the position at all costs.

During the early stage of the battle the leading troops were held up by heavy

machine gun fire coming from well-sited posts.  Lieutenant-Colonel Dextraze quickly

appreciated that if this condition was allowed to continue the whole plan might well

collapse.  He went forward immediately to the leading company, formulated a plan to

clear the machine gun posts, and personally directed their final destruction.  When the

right flank company commander was killed, Dextraze raced through enemy fire to

personally reorganize its attack and lead it forward to its objective.  Despite intense

enemy fire, he forced the Germans from their defences and forced the surrender of the

garrison.  Throughout the entire action, Lieutenant-Colonel Dextraze led his battalion

forward, and when they were held up, assisted and encouraged them onto their

objective.  His resourcefulness, superb courage and devotion to duty was not only a

great inspiration to his men, but the contributing factor to the final surrender of the enemy

garrison of Groningen and the completion of the divisional plan. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Dextraze commanded his unit until the final surrender of

Germany, after which he volunteered to lead a battalion in the Canadian infantry division

then formed for active service in the Pacific.  Japan surrendered in August before

Canadians units were deployed, and Dextraze ‘retired’ to the general reserve officer’s list

and re-entered civilian life.  His tenure out of uniform was short, however, and in 1950

he returned to active duty as the officer commanding 2nd Battalion, Royal 22e Regiment

on overseas service during the Korean War.  Dextraze again displayed his tenacious

character and leadership at the defence of Hill 355, when his unit was surrounded by the

enemy, but held off all attacks and refused to surrender the position.  In 1952,

Lieutenant-Colonel Dextraze was made an officer of the Order of the British Empire

(OBE) for his service in Korea.

After returning from Korea, Dextraze was briefly appointed to the Army Staff College

and then to the Land Forces Eastern Area Headquarters.  In 1954 he was promoted full

colonel and appointed Chief of Staff of Quebec Command in Montreal.  He subsequently

served at the Infantry Schools in both Borden and Valcartier, until he returned to

command the Quebec Region as a brigadier in 1962.  His tenure there was short,

however, as the following year he deployed as the commander of the Canadian

contingent as well as the Chief of Staff for the United Nations Operation in the Congo.

In early 1964 he organized, coordinated and led a series of missions under the

operational codename ‘JADEX’ to rescue non-combatants from zones of conflict in

theatre, actions which earned him a promotion within the Order of the British Empire to

the rank of Commander as well as the award of an oak leaf for gallant conduct. 

Upon returning to Canada Dextraze was appointed Commander 2nd Canadian

Infantry Brigade, where his traditional signature of ‘Jadex’ on all official correspondence
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stuck with him as a nickname.  In 1966, he was again promoted to major-general and

the position of Deputy Commander of Mobile Command.  In 1970, Dextraze was

promoted to lieutenant-general and made Chief of Personnel at National Defence

Headquarters.  In 1972, Lieutenant-General Jacques Alfred Dextraze was appointed

Chief of the Defence Staff with the rank of full general and awarded the rank of

Commander of the Order of Military Merit.  He served as Canada’s top soldier until his

retirement in 1977, nearly four decades after he joined as a private in the infantry.  For

his tremendous service to the armed forces and the country he was admitted to the

Order of Canada in 1978.  When Jacques Alfred Dextraze passed away peacefully on 9

May 1993, the nation said a sad goodbye to one of the most legendary and outstanding

soldiers in its history.

Endnotes

1.  Recommended for immediate DSO, 5 September 1944, endorsed by Lieutenant-General H.D.G. Crerar, Acting General
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, First Canadian Army on 4 November 1944.
2.  Recommended for immediate Bar to DSO on 17 April 1945; supported by Headquarters, 6 Canadian Infantry Brigade
on 2 May 1945 and passed forward on 30 May 1945.
3.  Awarded Commander, Order of the British Empire (CBE) with gallantry oak leaf as per Canada Gazette of 3 October
1964 "For Services with the UN Forces in the Congo" as Commander of the Canadian contingent with the United Nations
in the Congo (UNUC).
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DIRECTORATE OF LAND CONCEPTS AND DESIGNS

The Directorate of Land Concepts and Designs (DLCD) evolved out of the original

Directorate of Land Strategic Concepts (1997-2006) as part of the ongoing army

transformation and maturation of capability development in the land force.  As the

primary ‘think tank’ for the Canadian Army, its mission is to advise the Chief of Land Staff

on the Future Security Environment (FSE), the capabilities that will be required to

operate in that environment, and alternative concepts and technologies to achieve those

required capabilities.  DLCD provides a focal point within the Army to identify, examine,

and assess factors and developments that will have an impact on the Army of Tomorrow

(AoT) and the Future Army (FA), or more concretely, from 2016 and beyond. In meeting

its mandate, the Directorate examines a wide range of issues covering the global and

domestic environments, emerging technologies and human factors, as well as allied and

foreign force developments.
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ABSTRACT

For the Canadian Army a smaller force structure has affected the application of

Allied theories of “modularity” and a disciplined approach to modular principles will be

required to best preserve a stable, combined-arms unit capability while minimizing

reconfiguration disruptions prior to expeditionary force employment. The basic core

component of a modular structure should be an established, multi-functional, self-

sufficient battle group, tailored to achieve tactically decisive effects.

Though technical connectivity for component parts of the force will be essential, it

will be the “connected” nature of the unit which will prove paramount. Emphasis must

continue to be placed upon how an appropriate mission command climate can build

trust, cohesion and unity of purpose, both within a national force and across coalition

lines.

To win on the complex and dispersed battlefields of the future, a modular land force

for Canada must harness improved technological connectivity while enabling vital

human networks built upon essential trust, shared intent, and experience. Through an

examination of emergent battlefield concepts and the essential elements of an effective

mission command climate, this paper will affirm the need for Canada to concentrate on

building a cohesive modular design at two important levels—the Combined Arms Battle

Group (BG) as a whole, and the Land Force Formation HQ command structure.

RECOMMENDATIONS

� Place greater emphasis upon commander and staff training at the BG and LF

Formation HQ level and create capacity to deliver such opportunities.

� Promote adaptive, decentralized combined-arms leader training at increasingly

lower levels.

� Promote widespread understanding and education of Canadian Forces leadership

doctrine in the land force and enable cultural change among both supported combat

arms and supporting enablers in accepting institutional ownership for greater integration

of the combined-arms team.

� Discontinue the lexicon of “modularity,” as it is ill-suited for describing the complex-

ity of building land force capability over time through core tactical proficiency, shared

trust relationships, a mission command climate, and strong human networks.
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MODULARITY AND THE CANADIAN ARMY:

DISPERSION, COMMAND, AND BUILDING THE 

SUM OF ALL PARTS

By Major Sean Hackett

Today’s Army must plan more conceptually and adapt quickly to a changing
and unpredictable threat and mission set; it must create adaptable doctrine,
force structures, and equipment through its institutions and encourage all
elements to adapt as necessary to changing mission needs; and it must
operate with flexible modular chains of command, often beyond existing
doctrine, with variable force structure and situational allies against often 
ill-defined opponents that tend to evolve rapidly and unpredictably.1

CHAPTER ONE—INTRODUCTION

Though theories of a “modular” force structure in a transformed United States Army

were conceived soon after The First Gulf War of 1991, plans for change gained

irreversible momentum and focus in the wake of the September 11th terrorist attacks

against the United States in 2001. The impetus to rationalize higher tactical layers of

command headquarters, coupled with the desire for increased “deployability, lethality,

and jointness” at the brigade level, have been cited as principal objectives in the move

towards a more agile and responsive force.2 For Canadian defence theorists, the quest

for greater levels of interoperability with principal Allies and the ready consideration of

new U.S. military transformation concepts prompted an initial Canadian Army articulation

of “modularity.”

It is understandable why early interpretations appeared ill-defined, as advocates

may have sought to apply a similar construct to the U.S. example, albeit on a much

smaller scale.  Visions of the future operating environment predicted an increasing

requirement for smaller, dispersed combat capabilities; an idea readily identifiable for an

Army conditioned by over fifteen years experience employing decentralized sections,

platoons, companies, and reconnaissance elements in peace support operations. The

Canadian Army perceived success in how ad hoc groupings deployed and integrated

into larger coalitions; often in the form of combined arms sub-units with specialist

capabilities.3 With the onset of a managed readiness system for the Land Force, Army

staffs have been prone to centrally manage the alignments of individual companies,

squadrons, batteries, or specialist platoons/troops.4 Finally, recent U.S. Army findings

from OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) have reinforced the value of “adaptive

leadership” at the sub-unit and below [something long espoused in the Canadian Army].5

No doubt, all of these factors have contributed to an assertion that the sub-unit should

be considered the basic building block, or “module,” in the Canadian context.6

Conceptual Underpinnings of Modularity

The concept of modularity has roots in systems theory, computer software design,

organizational management theories in business, and ideas on the provision of focused

logistics. It has emerged as part of a larger “information age” or “network-centric” warfare

lexicon; one that some have argued constitutes a growing “jargon-laden language,” in

which “confusion in terminology can lead to confusion in thought.”7 Often modularity is

synonymously used with other terms, such as “plug and play,” “task-tailorable,” “flexible,”

or “adaptive” and one is left with an impression from this mantra that it is the component,

independent parts of a system that serve as its strength.8 However, the application of

theory in one discipline (i.e. business) is not always readily transferable to military affairs.

The same holds true when attempting to describe correlations in how the principal
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services within a military force aim to conduct operations.9 When seeking to organize,

generate and employ land forces, it is imperative to define not only the basic core

component of a modular structure, but also how integral capabilities will be connected

for optimum effect.    

The application of modular theories to a smaller military force structure has posed

some difficulty over how to conceptualize the right mix in functional capability, and to

what level. How much will be necessary to achieve a “tactically decisive” effect, and what

balance of operational functions must be integrated within a robust, task-tailored, and

self-sufficient element to enable mission success?10 In the military context, there is a risk

in over-thinking the structure, or “architecture,” as it is common practice for successive,

layers of command to devolve a balance of combined-arms capability to meet the

requirements of time, space, mission type, projected combat intensity, and effect. In U.S.

concepts, where power projection of military force along strategic and operational lines

is a fundamental tenet, the greatest opportunities for effective exploitation of a modular

design approach are believed to be between two levels: one, a “stable combined-arms

formation” for independent tactical action; and two, an “operational level of employment”

where command, control, and sustainment prove complex and “multiservice,

multiagency, and coalition activities are coordinated.”11

From an expeditionary perspective, recent history and an assessment of likely

future capabilities would suggest that the Canadian Army will remain committed, and

confined, to achieving excellence in tactical action. The land component of a task force

will normally be built around a “unit or brigade headquarters (and by virtue of task be

designated a) ‘battle group’ or ‘brigade group’… but without the previous connotation of

fixed size and capabilities.”12 In the 2005 International Policy Statement on Defence, the

latter element was realistically modified to the provision of “a brigade headquarters,

capable of commanding a multinational formation for a year….”13 The current challenge

will be to ensure combined-arms, core unit capabilities are respected by those formation

command levels responsible for discerning force employment requirements. A

disciplined approach to modularity must minimize disruptions due to reconfiguration so

as to preserve organizational stability. The commander of an established, multi-

functional, self-sufficient battle group should be left to focus on building combined-arms

cohesion within, rather than coping with an ever-shifting mosaic of sub-units or specialist

elements.

The Primacy of Human and Social Factors

Unprecedented advances in information technology and digitization have

challenged traditional military command hierarchies and the social networks that bind

them, while enhancing technical connectivity between dispersed elements.14 In an

intellectual environment where theories of system and “platform-based” interactions

dominate, there is a tendency to overlook what Dr. Paul T. Mitchell has described as “the

human in the loop.”15 Though technical connectivity of component parts of the force will

be an absolute necessity, it will be the “connected” nature of the unit which will prove

paramount. 

It is essential that commanders and staff remain focused upon ensuring sufficient

attention is directed towards human and social dynamics. How best can the Army

generate and maintain cohesive units of sufficient size for tactical effect, when the

operating environment suggests an increasing emphasis upon decentralized execution

of the mission by smaller elements? Based upon its size, the Canadian Army has

traditionally placed great importance upon battlefield innovation, cohesion, and core

competencies at the lowest levels. In defining “modularity” emphasis must continue to be

placed upon how an appropriate command and control climate can build trust and unity

of purpose both within a national force and across coalition lines. 
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The motivation for embarking on an examination of the relationships between

modularity, command, and cohesion within the Canadian Army stems from a series of

simple concerns. How much risk is acceptable and what are the impacts to combined-

arms integration if an army succumbs to the notion that it can be too modular, seeking

to reconfigure and task-tailor capabilities with increasingly less restraint? What are the

impacts upon force cohesion and command? For a small army with high operational

tempo, how can vital, expeditionary, combat synergies be maintained in the face of

decentralized force generation and dispersed force employment? Institutionally, how well

prepared is the army for commanding more modular forces after a 15 year decline in

collective combined arms training at levels above sub-unit? 

To win on the complex and dispersed battlefields of the future, a modular land force

for Canada must harness improved technological connectivity in order to enhance vital

human networks built upon essential trust, shared intent, and experience. Through an

examination of emergent battlefield concepts and the essential elements of an effective

mission command climate, this paper will affirm the need for the Canadian Army to

concentrate on building cohesive modular designs at two important levels—the

Combined Arms Battle Group as a whole, and the Land Force Formation Headquarters

command structure. 

Chapter Two of this paper will briefly examine the emergent battlefield concepts of

network-enabled operations, swarming, and adaptive dispersed operations, and how

these theories are driving the requirement for a more flexible, capable, and modular land

force design. The evolution in Canadian theories of modularity will be framed against

these developments.

In Chapter Three an analysis will be presented on contemporary and future

challenges in land force command and cohesion. The aim will be to describe the positive

and negative impacts upon important human and social networks within a dispersed,

modular force; one in which leadership must foster trust, ensure unity of purpose, and

profit from shared experience. Given the invariable interactions of deployed Canadian

Army combined-arms units within a larger joint, interagency, multinational and public

(JIMP) framework, the nature of modular command networks must be assessed against

general aspects of coalition interoperability and service interdependencies.  

Finally, building upon the earlier analysis of emergent concepts, command, and

cohesion, Chapter Four will apply aspects of the Canadian Army historical and doctrinal

record to amplify upon the paper’s major conclusions. The aim will be to make a clear

assessment as to how modularity should relate to Canadian Army expeditionary force

packages, and affirm the requirement for concentrating efforts towards building

command capacity, cohesion, and expertise at the levels where it is most important;

namely the Combined Arms Battle Group, and Land Force Formation Headquarters. 

Though the Canadian Army must be prepared to employ forces across a spectrum

of conflict from peace to war, whether domestically or abroad, this examination will

concentrate solely upon elements of the land force trained and configured to execute its

primary function of combat in the context of international security.16 This will include

counterinsurgency and peace support operations in which the preponderance of tasks

may be oriented towards stability vice intense combat action, but what remains important

is the balanced need for general and specialist capabilities across the five operational

functions. It is assumed these combat groups will operate within a JIMP context in

accordance with mission demands. Finally, this study will be confined to modular

groupings of conventional land force capabilities and respective chains of command.

There may be specific parallels with how land-based, Special Forces operate in a

dispersed environment. However, an analysis of training methods, assigned objectives,
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available resources, command and control arrangements, and the risk criteria for the

force employment of Special Forces might warrant different conclusions on modularity. 

Simply put, modularity allows for the injection of cohesive sub-units with
generic or discreet [sic] capabilities that can reinforce a task-tailored force, or
replace components thereof, as the tactical situation dictates.17
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CHAPTER TWO—MODULARITY AND EMERGENT

BATTLEFIELD CONCEPTS

From a modular perspective, a worthwhile discussion of any combined-arms

grouping of land forces must be tied to a spatial understanding of its potential area of

operations, or “battlespace.” What capabilities must be assembled, in what quantity and

for how long, in order to ensure success for the commander of a deployed battle group

assigned an international security mission? The size, sophistication, and dispersion of

an opposing force, coupled with the nature of non-combatants involved, will be key

determinants in how the friendly force is arrayed to “Sense, Act, and Shield.”18 An

increased multiplicity of tasks and specialists will impact upon span of control,

“Command” of the force, and the complexity of interdependencies supported by the

network. All will affect how to “Sustain” the force, but not as significantly as the issue of

time and how long the force must operate before being redeployed, replaced or

reconfigured out of necessity to facilitate mission transition. 

Advances in technology are allowing modern ground forces to visualize the

battlefield, share information, and apply more discriminatory combat effects in

unprecedented ways. While scholars debate whether or not a revolution in military affairs

(RMA) is a true byproduct of these changes, well worn phrases such as “network-

enabled systems,” “sensor management and data fusion,” and “information superiority,”

highlight the technical connectivity expected to be crucial for military success.19 The

United States is the clear military leader in translating these concepts into action, under

the transformational banner of Network Centric Warfare (NCW).20

In moving towards an analysis of how modular principles apply to the form and

interactions of combined-arms land force groupings, it is not necessary to provide a

detailed examination of NCW for this paper. However, affirmed throughout the literature

is the widely accepted notion that reliance upon increasingly sophisticated networks and

other more precise technologies (i.e. intelligence and surveillance sensors, weapons

systems) will force military units to reduce their signature on the battlefield and disperse.

Mitchell stated of early NCW theories that “networks would permit the generation of

combat power from highly dispersed yet agile military units because of their enhanced

situational awareness.”21 Others suggest that as the battlefield enlarges as a result of

improved communications ranges and the ability to deliver more lethal, precise weapons

effects from longer ranges, land forces must disperse—either by choice, or for survival

respectively.22

This idea of dispersion is fundamental in understanding the paradoxical challenge

presented to those responsible for creating cohesion within a unit governed by modular

design principles. Commanders must exercise force proficiency in dispersed operations,

yet this intrinsic separation must be overcome to provide synergies of effects and unity

of effort. This chapter will briefly examine the three emergent concepts of network-

enabled operations, swarming, and adaptive dispersed operations while considering the

obstacles these theories create for building effective command networks, trust, and force

cohesion in a modular force. 

Network-Enabled Operations (NEOps)

A review of select documentation from the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) Office

of Force Transformation reveals how concepts of modularity are dominated by a focus

upon “platforms, unit structures (or)… tangible pieces of equipment.”23 Naval influences

have governed much of the thought process, with ideas of equipment mass

customization and “modules” that can be interchanged as they degrade and require

replacement. It is no longer a question of integrating communications and sensor
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packages, but one of “plugging” components into the network and “creating power

through network synergies.”24 Apart from a reference to men and women as the best

sensors, the human and social dynamics receive little mention. 

Two recent studies provide objective and critical assessments of the relative

strengths and weaknesses in NCW and the potential implications for Canadian Forces

transformation. In one, Mitchell analyzes in detail the conceptual evolution of NCW, the

underlying tensions within military networks, and the difficulties that arise when these

networks operate in a coalition context.25 A second study, sponsored by Defence R&D

Canada (DRDC), serves as a cautionary against the eager embrace of all the underlying

concepts of NCW, and concludes that “military professionals (Canadian and others)

should draw on Canada’s extensive experience with human-centred networks” to create

a unique approach, supported by a judicious use of select technologies.26

In an analysis of how effectively a network will connect military forces, it is important

to mark the theoretical transition from a concept dominated by technology to one in

which human and social factors gain prominence. Mitchell captured the evolution in

thought of Information Age Warfare theorists, David S. Alberts and others, who by 2003

believed that a “Social Domain” should be added to earlier work on how data is sensed,

interpreted, and processed within the network.27 This was one further step beyond the

importance of the individual human decision-maker in NCW, and at considerable odds

to more zealous proponents of the RMA who regard technology as a revolutionary

panacea.28

In an effort to place more emphasis upon the human dimension, move away from

the dominant technological and combat connotations of NCW, and seek a more versatile

idea to reflect Canadian experience in operations other than war (OOTW), theorists have

developed the concept of Network Enabled Operations (NEOps).29 The DRDC research

team of analysts provides one definition as follows:

(NEOps is) the conduct of military operations characterized by common intent,
decentralized empowerment and shared information, enabled by appropriate
culture, technology, and practices.30

In short, there is a de-emphasis upon the technology and a focus upon how the

network will facilitate speed of command and better synchronization of effects, all built

upon a foundation of “near real-time” situational awareness shared rapidly throughout

the force.31 The benefits of NEOps in promoting unity of purpose and an effective sense

of connectedness are readily apparent here but will be discussed in a later chapter.

Finally, in the DRDC team study of how NEOps and associated theories relate to the

Canadian Army, the prevalent theme has been one of a “doctrine-based organization

that uses technology to increase its capacity to practice manoeuvre warfare.”32 This has

a strong historical basis with roots in the idea of a small professional army, reliant upon

the skill of commanders at all levels, the innovative use of whatever technology may be

introduced, and the primacy of its soldiers. The human remains central in the equation

and the more inanimate theories of modular design fail to apply to what is a deeply social

network; an army in which capability is more a product of human experience and

interaction than a technical interface. Consequently, the utility of modular terminology is

diminished.

Swarming and Massing

The principle of mass in land combat has been manifested in many ways, within

capabilities of a given time and across cultures. Land forces have gained cohesion

through mass, sought direct confrontation with comparable opponents en masse, and

found utility in choosing to do battle with greater numbers.33 It has yielded disastrous
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results in the form of human wave attacks against a defended line or strongpoint, and

resounding success when directed at where an opponent has been weakest. Historically,

the application of mass in combat has progressed from the execution of simple

manoeuvre through to a contemporary understanding in which all means of combat

power are directed towards points of enemy weakness at the time and place of choice.34

Modern weapons and sensor systems have enhanced the ability to detect the enemy,

strike from greater distances and dispersed locations, thus directing mass, or the full

range of “integrated effects,” with discrimination.35 The method of engagement,

complexity, and relative mass may change, but the intent remains the same; to

overwhelm and defeat an adversary through an appropriate concentration of force.

In 2000 Sean J. Edwards, an analyst with the RAND National Defense Research

Institute in the United States released a concept monograph on the tactics of “swarming.”

In deference to accepted battlefield requirements for dispersion, he sought to examine

select battles in the history of warfare in order to establish a benchmark for future

doctrinal development. Apart from one naval exception, all examples applied to land

warfare.36 In an objective assessment of the relative advantages and disadvantages of

swarming, he identified three key requirements for a military force to use swarm tactics

effectively: superior situational awareness, the ability to elude one’s adversary, and a

standoff engagement capability.37 Notably, all these conditions were satisfied by the

victorious swarming force in the guerrilla warfare and peace support tactical examples

studied.38 Regardless of how suitable swarming tactics may be for a modern, networked,

medium or light weight conventional force; these methods will certainly be employed by

weaker insurgent opponents. Thus, an understanding of the construct will be a necessity.

For any force, swarm tactics provide distinct challenges in terms of logistics,

command and control, and the synchronization of simultaneous action. Conceptually

described in the four distinct stages of “locate, converge, attack, and disperse,”

swarming forces shift between positions of dispersed vulnerability and concentrated

strength.39 Edwards acknowledged the swarming concept is nothing new. History is

replete with examples of how conventional ground forces (some, more recently

supported by aviation) have employed related tactics. German and Russian infantry

proved highly adept at large-scale infiltrations during World War II, and the Ia Drang

Valley battles of 1965 between the North Vietnamese Army and the U.S. First Cavalry

Airmobile Division, constitute variations on the same theme.40 Finally, Edwards

determined swarming forces to be more modular in nature and able to reconfigure more

rapidly.41 One should be cautious in drawing parallels in modularity between swarming

forces of single functionality and the highly-adaptive modular forces sought after for the

future. The related challenges to command and control, sharing information, and

coordinating action will be discussed in the next chapter.  

Adaptive Dispersed Operations (ADO)

Early in 2007, the Directorate of Land Concepts and Doctrine, released Land
Operations 2021: Adaptive Dispersed Operations, the latest capstone document and

draft force employment concept for the Canadian “Army of Tomorrow (AoT).” Grounded

in the current doctrine of the Interim Army and emphasizing fundamental tenets of

cohesion, operational readiness, and the primary function of combat, the work provides

a vision of the future battlefield and a synthesis of many emergent concepts.42 In

methodology, the theory links a series of “functional” and “enabling” concepts; all built on

a foundation of manoeuvre warfare theory and effects based thinking.43 The five

operational functions provide the development framework and a concise definition of the

ADO concept is described here:
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Adaptive, networked, and integrated forces alternatively dispersing and
aggregating throughout the multi-dimensional battlespace in order to find, fix,
and strike full spectrum threats to security and stability.44

Adaptive land forces are described as agile, lethal and non-lethal, net-enabled,

multi-purpose (medium and light), and full spectrum capable. They operate dispersed “in

purpose, space, and time,” and as a result will identify and dominate decisive points

within an expanded area of operations (AO).45 The first two ideas of dispersion relate to

the physical capacity to act, integrating manoeuvre and effects (dispersion in space) in

order to satisfy simultaneous activities across the full spectrum of operations (dispersion

in purpose). However, the key for a modular force seeking to employ its integral

capabilities will be its ability to exercise decentralized decision-making through mission

command and net-enabled situational awareness (dispersion in time).

In considering the balance of enabling concepts within ADO, the challenges for the

human dimension are clear in relation to how the force masters the complex demands

associated with ensuring connection within the social domain. A multitude of actors and

effects require integration and systems need to be held together. These internal and

external social “interfaces” which bind the combined-arms team will be subject to

increased tensions as commanders and staff wrestle with difficulties inherent with

dispersion. Despite perceived advantages, proponents of ADO wisely acknowledge the

employment of combined-arms land forces will be situational and not ideal “where an

adversary can locally mass more combat power than the dispersed force.”46 Maximizing

one’s chances of discerning threat force intentions and capabilities will remain the

principal problem for any commander. Dispersion simply introduces an added dimension

to calculations of potential gain versus risk. 

Canadian Thought on a Modular Force

The advent of U.S. Army theories of modular transformation did not initially prompt

a conceptual shift in thinking for the Canadian Army. The U.S. decision to “decompose”

(modular design theory parlance) from a division-based organization to one of brigade

combat teams (BCT), similar to the doctrinal Canadian Brigade Group, coincided

ironically with an acceptance of Canada’s shift to a battle group-based force. Army

exchange and liaison officers to the U.S. were most interested in potential training

opportunities for Canadian Light Armoured Vehicle (LAV) battalions, or brigade staffs.47

However, some believed the sub-unit should be considered the “basic, homogenous,

unbreakable module to execute specific ranges of tasks within a unit framework,” while

the units themselves would serve as “core integrators.”48 This thinking proved

inconsistent with: one, the accepted Canadian practice of regrouping integral unit

capabilities into combined arms teams; and two, the “basic” level at which U.S. theorists

prescribed task and purpose. Later analysis sought to apply modular design “rules” and

“parameters,” identifying incompatibilities with how social interdependencies and

information sharing occur within a military group.49 In short, aspects of the theory

provided limited value in capturing how capabilities could be integrated at the

appropriate level.

In the Canadian Army’s Land Operations 2021: Adaptive Dispersed Operations,

modularity has been defined as a “set of principles for managing complexity” and the

term was dropped as an enabling concept. The “optimized battle group” will be the basic

component of the modular force.50 Here, the understanding is that a battle group would

deploy with a degree of self-sufficiency and an appropriate mix of multi-functionality

among component parts. Flexibility would allow the battle group commander the

freedom to act in order to complete the mission. By fulfilling these accepted principles
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and conducting independent operations, the battle group satisfies applicable

requirements to be judged a baseline module. It is not modularity when a well-led,

cohesive, experienced force that has trained in combined-arms regrouping

demonstrates the capacity to reconfigure for tactical action. A battle group is impacted

adversely by modularity when operational force employers or its higher headquarters fail

to allocate the specialist assets or additional generic capabilities required to be decisive.

In summary, as our understanding of the battlefield expands in terms of space, time,

and complexity, so too will the challenge of defending a more modular force from

potential adversaries seeking to exploit vulnerabilities. A brief analysis of the emergent

concepts of network-enabled operations, swarming compared to the ability to mass

effects, and adaptive dispersed operations has sought to expose those seams and

weaknesses. The technological and human networks that connect a land, combined-

arms battle grouping both internally and externally will be under increased pressure as

the force is dispersed into smaller elements. 

Though dispersion can yield advantages in reducing the impact of mass effects, it

exposes the force to the risk of precision strike or swarming tactics, potentially against a

valued and discrete capability. Essential communications and information technology

systems must be robust, responsive, and capable of maintaining effective situational

awareness in order to effectively guarantee mutual support of both fires and manoeuvre

over distance. A tension will always exist in how commanders mitigate the risks of

deploying smaller, highly-skilled and technologically connected elements into situations

where they may prove increasingly vulnerable to the swarming and massing of

adversarial effects, in whatever rudimentary form these might appear. Battlefield success

will be governed by how well the combined-arms team has practiced and mastered the

synchronization of effects and JIMP capabilities in a dispersed, networked operational

environment. The analysis must now turn to the essential elements that bind an army

grouping into a connected and cohesive force of action; namely, the nature of the

command climate, complemented by collective experience and the expertise fostered

between functional capabilities.

Wars are fought by men who are fickle and in real conditions that are wholly

unpredictable—heat, ice, and rain, in tropical and near arctic conditions, close and far

from home. Western armies in Africa, Asia, and the Americas, as soldiers everywhere,

were often annihilated—often led by fools and placed in the wrong war at the wrong

place at the wrong time.51
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CHAPTER THREE—COMMAND, TRUST, AND BUILDING

COHESION

The previous chapter presented a vision of an ever-expanding battlespace where

military networks of all types—technological, human, command, and social—will be

subject to greater strains and complexities. The effectiveness of each network remains

directly dependent upon the qualitative nature of the one listed before it and this order

has been stated purposefully. In March 2001 Brig. General Huba Wass de Czege (U.S.

Army retired) reaffirmed in a pointed commentary that the quality of the soldier would

determine success in warfare while technology, though increasingly important, “will

remain what it is today: an enabler.”52 The effective use of technology can be equally

subject to human ingenuity, or incompetence; the information advantages it affords can

be quickly assimilated for action, or squandered unwittingly through misperception. In

addition to the timeless battlefield stressors of the physical environment, the human must

now exercise command in conjunction with a growing “information domain”

characterized by speed, volume, and a multitude of connected systems. Finally, for any

military team the effectiveness of command will ultimately determine the strength of any

social network—even if that command relationship is merely a weaker “vertical” link to a

sub-group within which strong “horizontal cohesion” exists.53

On the dispersed battlefield the overall command climate can be viewed as subject

to two principal tensions: one physical and another temporal. The commander of

dispersed elements at any level must use all available means at his/her disposal to

overcome physical separation in order to cultivate and sustain that fundamental

command connection. In a temporal sense, the more immediate command requirement

for some semblance of control is in contrast to the length of preparation time required to

ensure the dispersed team has built the trust and expertise necessary for confident,

decentralized decision making. The commander will need to train the team to be

successful for those periods when command connectivity fails, along with the means of

control. 

Though a brief examination of military cohesion will be necessary, this chapter will

concentrate upon the essential ingredients for effective leadership in a decentralized

environment; that intangible blend of command, trust and the understanding of intent,

otherwise known as mission command. Assuming a modular construct based upon the

combined-arms battle group, analysis will be directed towards aspects of four important

“connections:” integral command (within a battle group); higher command abilities (from

a land formation headquarters); the quality of internal and external connections (to

include JIMP); and adaptability (efficiency in reconfiguration). A network enabled

operational context will frame these themes, looking at span of control and hierarchies,

connectivity, and command. Though there will be some parallel conclusions that may

apply to the social interface and qualitative connection - or disconnection - between

national and deployed theatre commands, this study will remain at the tactical level.54

Binding Military Groups 

What are the recognizable measures and human forces that bind tactical land force

groupings? It is beyond the scope of this paper to analyze the motivations behind why

soldiers fight, or the cohesion and effectiveness within the “primary group.”55 This may

appear contradictory when viewed against the demands of an adaptive dispersed

environment where the cohesion of smaller military groupings will be of far greater

import. Even so, the essential bonds discussed will focus more towards how, vice why

soldiers fight, and what aspects contribute to building synergies amongst the component

parts of a larger whole. This is a fundamental part of what the scholar Eliot Cohen has
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referred to as a “new source of military advantage” into the 21st Century; namely, a

“synthesis of technology and organizational competence.”56

In simple terms, cohesion is an outcome—achieved in varying measures through

any effective combination of institutional or social forces. Described at length in

Canadian doctrine as an essential part of the “glue” or “unity” binding the moral and

physical components of the army, cohesion is “the most important requirement of a

combat force… (and) what most generates combat power.”57 The confident

demonstration of core expertise, an adherence to commonly accepted doctrine, the

structure of a regimental system, and demanding, realistic training, are all considered

important organizational contributors in shaping group cohesion. Effective performance,

group culture, proximity and frequent interaction over time, and shared experience—

often in the face of adversity—reflect the human or social manifestations of those

contributors. 

However, the key ingredients governing the qualitative interaction of all these

elements will be effective leadership—and the command philosophy that drives it. In

Canadian Forces leadership doctrine, social cohesion is seen to provide a dual effect,

enhancing “performance while also taking up some of the leadership burden of

psychologically supporting troops….”58 Time and group stability are widely regarded in

the literature as important determinants of cohesion, which in turn is viewed as one of

five key components in developing team/unit capability. The four others are: task

proficiency, teamwork, confidence, and distributed leadership.59 This idea of “distributed

leadership” is fundamental to understanding the necessary command climate for

conducting effective military operations with a dispersed, modular force. The definition is

worth citing at length: 

Appointed leaders can strengthen the capability for independent problem-
solving and actions in their teams and units: by establishing a climate that
supports initiative and emergent leadership; by developing potential
replacement leaders (to ensure continuity of leadership and command); and,
commensurate with subordinates’ competence and motivation, by routinely
delegating greater authority to them.60

Though easily stated, the intensity of combat will quickly test the fabric of

“distributed leadership” within a unit (or its component parts) as leaders are lost, groups

are isolated in terms of time and space, or competence and motivation become stressed

beyond replication in training. Regardless, the evidence from past studies of combat

performance has indicated that the role of “battle in creating group cohesion” may have

been over-emphasized—there must be a foundation of “pre-existing cohesion and

morale’ which will quickly be solidified through an initial combat period.61 With a larger,

more diverse force, commanders will face a harder challenge in building essential

relationships based upon trust, particularly when mission tailoring “reduces response

time, degrades unit cohesion, and impairs initial combat effectiveness.”62

Command and Trust

LTC Duane Lempke, a United States Army War College student in 1988, embarked

upon a study of “command climate,” a military concept that was felt necessary in

positively influencing unit commitment, morale, and readiness. Part of the theory

involved a process known as “powering down,” which called for a restructure of power

relationships and the delegation of “responsibility to the lowest level of capable

leadership” along with the requisite accountability. Moreover, the proper execution of this

philosophy would produce “the kind of ‘bold, dynamic and risk-taking’ leaders needed for

the Airland Battlefield.”63 A core supporting principle was the degree of trust that could be

attained vertically “up and down the chain (of command).”64 The parallels between how
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command and trust relate to developing battlefield theories can be seen twenty years on

with consideration of what leadership concepts will bring success in meeting the

demands of adaptive dispersed operations.

Extensive literature exists explaining the link between human factors and command.

Recent Canadian Forces leadership doctrine has drawn heavily from the seminal

theories of Canadian researchers Ross Pigeau and Carol McCann, defining command

as a “uniquely human activity of creatively expressing will, but one that can be expressed

only through the structures and processes of control.”65 A philosophy of “mission

command” has served as the cornerstone for the Canadian Army since formally ascribed

as command doctrine in 1996. Trust, unity of effort, and decentralized authority are three

fundamentals of mission command, however the shared understanding of a superior

commander’s intent remains the central guiding principle.66 This doctrine is understood

and followed by Canada’s principal allied partners, and has been incorporated into

Canadian Forces doctrine writ large. Mission command is defined as relying upon “a

clear understanding of the commander’s intent to coordinate the actions of subordinate

commanders and which thereby allows them maximum freedom of action in how they

accomplish missions.”67

However, ease in definition has not always translated well into practice when subject

to the effects of process, reciprocal perceptions of leadership ability and competence, or

the quality of interaction between leaders and led; with improvements in the latter tied to

shared experience. In a frank analysis of the land formation command exercised by

British Forces in Iraq during Operation TELIC in 2003, a Directorate of Development and

Doctrine (U.K. Army) report criticized performance as “sub-optimal,” essentially due to

failures in formal communication processes. Orders were found to be “too long,

confusing, and hard to understand… inconsistent with the spirit and principles of mission

command.”68 Not only were timely and concise orders an issue, but increasingly larger

headquarters fell victim to the tendency to “plan too much” or experienced difficulty in

translating campaign plans into tactical action.69

In a 2005 critique of U.S. Army adaptability for counterinsurgency operations in Iraq,

Brigadier Nigel Aylwin-Foster partly attributed ineffectiveness to an inability to practice

mission command, despite its espousal. A number of key weaknesses were mentioned:

reluctance “to deviate from precise instructions… staunch loyalty upward and conformity

to one’s superior… and staff driven (planning) focused on process rather than end

effect.”70 The unintended consequence of this climate was more highly centralized

decision making, despite the availability and use of information systems designed to

facilitate the opposite. However, this system did work often when employed in support of

a commander with a knack for retaining detail and managing complexity. Precision is

difficult in any critique of a mission command climate in which commanders encourage

“lower level initiative and adaptability,” yet it still fails to occur.71 Is it insufficient to dwell

purely on process when a host of other qualifiers warrant consideration? Levels of

shared experience, familiarity, and collective competence within the command and staff

team will determine how well a large, tactical combined-arms formation will respond to

battlespace challenges.

Aylwin-Foster noted in the same 2005 article that even the highly desirable adoption

of a “can-do” approach to operations was observed to have inadvertently contributed to

“damaging optimism” on the part of subordinates; junior commanders who may have felt

discouraged from “reporting unwelcome news up the chain of command.”72 Also, a

further critique of an “inappropriate can-do” ethos had been leveled in a 2002 report on

post-Cold War command and control in the Canadian Forces. In it, Brigadier General Joe

Sharpe and Dr. Allan English suggested there was an unhealthy correlation between

“asking for assistance and a perceived ‘admission of inability’” as a basis for subordinate
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reluctance in imparting bad news.73 These examples serve as testament to the inevitable

pitfalls of perception inherent with command dynamics and human interaction. One

might interpret “can-do” optimism negatively based upon a commander’s perception of

subordinate leadership competence. Yet, in response to centralized control, the

subordinate may simply be deflecting attention in order to execute the operation within

the means assigned, or through lateral coordination, even in the face of initial setbacks.

It may have nothing to do with fear of failure, accompanied by a requisite damage to

image, or unswervingly loyal behaviour. Again, has the commander created an

appropriate climate where honest interaction can occur, mistakes can be tolerated and

reciprocal trust relationships formed?74

In Canadian Forces leadership doctrine, trust has been defined as: 

The willingness to accept the decisions or influence of another person based
on a belief in that person’s reliability. Any several characteristics may be
important to establishing reliability, including technical competence, loyalty,
integrity, courage and similar qualities.75

The importance of trust is multi-dimensional. While analysis has focused upon

“vertical” reciprocal trust relationships between leaders and subordinates, peer or

“horizontal” trust remains a key part of the “human dimension of military effectiveness.”76

A further layer of complication is added when both directional relationships must extend

over coalition or multi-agency lines and “shared beliefs, cultural understandings,” and

trusts prove more diverse.77

Military command is exercised at many levels, in many ways, and must be adaptive

to different conditions. In the 2002 Sharpe and English work on CF command and

control, they presented Pigeau and McCann’s theories on dimensions of command.

Competency, authority, and responsibility were identified as three independent

dimensions of command capability that a leader must seek to balance for optimal effect.

A sub-component taxonomy exists within each dimension to assist in determining the

capacity of a leader to perform effectively and manage complexity.78 Though all are

important, it is the combination of intrinsic responsibility, personal authority, and

interpersonal competency, which will prove crucial for forging trust relationships and an

effective mission command climate. Intrinsic responsibility is viewed as the most

fundamental and a function of individual self-generated obligation or “the amount of

ownership taken and commitment expressed.” Personal authority is “given informally to

an individual by peers and subordinates… earned over time through reputation,

experience, strength of character and personal example.”79 The strong bonds of shared

trust required for mission command are defined where these two concepts intersect, and

by the level of interpersonal competency a commander may demonstrate.80

Ultimately, it is the timely and properly articulated intent of commanders,

complemented by their ability to “build and maintain trust through… decisions, actions,

and interactions,” which will determine force effectiveness.81 Intent has been defined in

two ways: explicit and implicit. The first directs actions in foreseen circumstances, while

the second serves as a guide in unforeseen circumstances.82 Mutual understanding of

implicit intent must be fostered over time, as with trust. Leadership determines the

climate within which unity of purpose, trust, and cohesion will combine to achieve effect

and the leader’s perceptions are central in defining the reciprocal nature of any trust

relationship.

This examination of mission command has been directed at the human or personal

interactions that are such strong determinants of success, particularly at the tactical

level. It is the leader who determines the degree to which a subordinate may be ready

for an increase in delegated responsibility, balanced against the requisite level of

supervision.83
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For a multi-functional combined-arms unit or formation composed of distinct

capabilities from different locations, a commander will remain that much more

challenged to discern subordinate leader and group competencies prior to force

reconfiguration and dispersal. 

Leadership in a Dispersed Environment: Decentralized Empowerment

Though the dispersal of land forces has been an enduring trademark in warfare,

several factors can be seen as responsible for redefining the need for dispersion in

ground combat. The increasing requirement for discriminatory effects, the popular risk

aversion to military casualties within modern democratic nations, and the demands of

asymmetric warfare, have all prompted theorists to rethink old concepts with changed

rationale. However, the most significant impetus has been technological change. A look

at the pressures imposed by dispersion upon command systems and leadership must be

considered within a network-enabled context. 

Any examination of how the network will influence the human act of command

should first be accompanied by an explanation of the function of control, and how it is

linked to command. Older doctrinal explanations appear inadequate.84 For consistency

with an earlier reference to dimensions of command, the “human-centred theories” of

Pigeau and McCann will be applied. Control is defined as “those structures and

processes devised by command to enable it and to manage risk.”85 Based on human

factors, emphasis was placed upon making a distinction within the well worn combination

of the two, thus command and control (C2) in the military sense is defined as “the

establishment of common intent to achieve coordinated action.”86 Common intent

encompasses both the explicit and implicit, and the relative balance between the two will

determine whether an organization should be regarded as centralized (more explicit)

vice decentralized (more implicit) in governing its activities.87

Too often analysis fails to specify limits to decentralization and account for the

differing command requirements at the tactical through strategic levels. In assessing the

impact of network enabled effects observations on span of control (structural),

connectivity (procedural), and command (human) will remain focused at the modular

“seam” between the combined-arms battle group and its parent land force formation

headquarters. Some general conclusions will remain useful, particularly given an

officially articulated intent to network “future command systems (that) enable mission

command down to the individual soldier.”88

Span of control: a flattening hierarchy?

Some of the more ardent proponents of information warfare proclaim that the days

of the “fighting network” have truly arrived. They suggest that this new military

organization is composed of “interconnected but autonomous cells” that are “linked

together by secure, networked communications systems.”89 Possessing greater lethality,

the cells are hardened from attack by virtue of a flatter hierarchy, self-sufficiency and

decentralized decision making. However, it is somewhat spurious to claim technology

will necessitate that a conventional military joint task force will have cause to make

hierarchical adjustments more synonymous with a networked structure of terrorist cells.90

Still, advocates believe traditional, centralized hierarchies are no longer efficient in an

information age where all in a network are empowered to critically think and act on

common information. Vertical “stovepipes” have become even more of an encumbrance,

whether in a direct command relationship or within a headquarters staff.91 Finally, the

decentralized system of command necessary for any military force seeking to adopt a

“swarming” doctrine was judged to be incompatible with a hierarchical command

structure; the “extremely flat organization would place too much demand on the overall

commander.”92
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Canadian Army command doctrine refers to a “span of command” in describing the

number of subordinate organizations directly linked to a commander and what

constitutes an “optimal span.” Despite the potential detriments of narrower spans of

command and control, or the technological benefits that may come with a widened

structure, command effectiveness is determined by the intensity and number of “active

points.”93 This optimal number is assessed at between four or five. Brig. Gen (retired)

Wass de Czege surmised in a 2001 commentary on information technology and future

battle command that “broader spans of control and flatter organizations” may be suitable

for higher formation level headquarters (i.e. division) where a commander possesses a

sizeable staff. However, he believed the demands and intensity of close combat at lower

echelon units, “and the continued importance of face to face leadership, will leave the

span of command similar to today’s.”94 This conclusion emphasizes the idea that the

concepts of command and control are separable and heavily influenced by the human

factor. How the human handles the “heavy moral and cognitive burdens” of command

will not be comparable to his/her ability to process information obtained from an

expanded network of control.95

In any decentralized unit or organization that increases span of command with the

addition of more diverse capabilities, “lateral, or horizontal” trust relationships will be ever

more important. One argument would suggest the group should be stronger as a whole

in a more lateral configuration where failure in one vertical trust relationship might not

have as negative an impact as in a more hierarchical structure. On the other hand, a

structure with fewer vertical relationships might enable the commander and subordinate

leaders to establish stronger bonds given a narrower span of command. Similar logic can

be applied to a commander and headquarters staff construct. Even with

acknowledgement of a qualitative dimension to these vertical interactions, neither view

sufficiently explains how each structure is affected by the balance of shared explicit or

implicit understanding of command intent. 

Some have suggested the translation of intent into action will be “more rapid and

less vulnerable to friction” with fewer consecutive command echelons.96 Yet, a narrower

hierarchical structure with strong cohesion and a high degree of shared implicit intent

should be able to operate in a wider, dispersed array governed by decentralized

authorities without necessarily flattening the span of command. A United States Army

War College Network Centric Warfare case study of Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF)

combat operations found that the provision of “near-real-time information” alone enabled

decision-makers “to rapidly understand the situation and make timely decisions for their

level of responsibility.” The study added this may not equate to “flattening the hierarchy”,

rather:

The perspectives and functions of commanders and staffs at each level of war are

different, each is relevant and important, and they are not diminished by an increase in

situational awareness. Indeed, they may be increased.97

This reaffirms the notion that it is the human in command who will determine the

relative effectiveness of the structures and hierarchies in support. As Wass de Czege

had foretold, “a hierarchical command system will remain essential, but it must not be

overly centralized.”98 Clearly, decentralized empowerment to a dispersed force will

benefit from the greater situational awareness technology has provided, but what

matters will be the trust-based relationships within the command and staff team.

In consideration of the tactical level “connections” defined earlier, theorists believe

there may be a requirement to increase the “leader-to-led” ratios at sub-unit and below,

but increases in span of command would be unlikely at unit and brigade group.99

However, the staff capabilities required at those levels will need to be more robust and
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capable of handling the quantity and complexity of information. Recent Canadian Army

force employment concept experiments in Adaptive Dispersed Operations examined the

degree to which an “optimized battle group” might be dispersed on the battlefield. Given

assigned capabilities, some observers voiced concern that the number of subordinate

elements reporting to the battle group headquarters was in excess of accepted norms.100

The validity of these concerns could be questioned when one considers the likelihood

that subordinate layers of combined-arms groupings will be aggregated as the situation

dictates, and not employed autonomously. The battle group, as an agent of tactical

action, will retain a limited yet manageable number of “lead” sub-units prepared to apply

combined-arms fire and manoeuvre in response to “pull” from intelligence, surveillance,

and reconnaissance (ISR). Once mission reconfigurations, supported and supporting

relationships, and task duration are assigned, the weight of effort within the controlling

structure can be determined. Traditional approaches of envisioning the battle “two levels

down” and understanding the requirements “two levels up” have always prepared a

battle group headquarters to preside over decentralized operations.101 What will become

important with respect to adaptability will be the increasing requirement for a capable

“all-arms platoon group.”102 Facilitated by a common operating picture, more junior

leaders will be called upon to integrate a “full set of capabilities” and achieve

competence within assigned limits of time and space. Familiarity and frequent training

over time must build the necessary tactical proficiency, integration and leader confidence

as the foundation for an increased devolution of authorities within the battle group.

Finally, the battle group will be impacted by the changing nature of the brigade group

headquarters above, and the quality of that connection will be affected by span of control

issues within the formation staff itself. A propensity for staff to become subsumed by

information demands and process, vice analysis, was described earlier as part of a

detrimental command climate. Increases in the staff size of higher headquarters have

been an enduring problem. The operational need for a myriad of additional specialists or

liaison cells (i.e. coalition and other government department integration, legal and policy

advisors, information operations, etc…) has grown in response to the demands of

simultaneous full spectrum operations. Critics have stated this “self-imposed complexity”

has not been “a consequence of digitization.”103 Though this may be true where

headquarters are expanding staff functionality without necessarily fielding improved

information systems, the burgeoning demands of new technology are indeed reshaping

commander and staff relationships, and how the higher headquarters interacts with the

units assigned. Some proponents for change believe the entire “J” staff organizational

structure has evolved into an overly vertical and “stovepiped” system that neither

responds to an operational commander’s needs nor collaborates effectively.104 Where

higher headquarters have become hampered by vertically deep functional branches and

large, unwieldy spans of control, alternative approaches should be investigated.

However, it is important not to misinterpret lessons and readily accept structural reform

as a necessity due to poor collaborative practices, or self-induced failure to empower

staff at all levels. Some degree of vertical hierarchy will enable the commander to fully

develop trust relationships with functional principals who in turn must be responsible for

promoting an integrated command and staff team. Cohesion and proficiency in the use

of advanced information systems will take time.   

Connectivity: an enabler for “connectedness?”

In his landmark book Virtual War, Canadian scholar Michael Ignatieff explored the

interplay of morality, control, and new technology in modern warfare. He introduced the

idea of the “virtual commander,” beholden to both the connectivity of video

teleconferencing (VTC) and the relative accuracy of “virtual data” used to drive critical
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decisions on strategic targeting.105 The essential elements of command, control,

communications, and computers (C4) used to bind a military force could themselves be

affected decisively by a variety of precision means, delivered from longer ranges and

greater stand-off. Now paradoxically, commanders at multiple levels find themselves

enabled by technology but increasingly detached from both the battle area and their

soldiers. The degree of “connectedness” achieved is subject to technical limitations,

information mismanagement, and the vulnerability of those connections to enemy and

weather effects.

The United States military clearly enjoys a significant technological advantage on

the battlefield and some analysts believe that network enabled operations successfully

achieved initial validation during the major combat actions of Operation Iraqi Freedom.

In a summary of findings for the U.S. Army War College Center for Strategic Leadership,

professor Dennis Murphy commented that though land operations and command ability

in V Corps and 3rd Infantry Division (U.S.) were enabled by networked information

technology, the “’fog and friction’ of war was not eliminated.”106 Despite some dramatic

improvements in the rapid and accurate flow of information, a cross section of after

action reports and case studies on network centric warfare lessons revealed both

strengths and weaknesses with the U.S. Army operational experiences of 2003. 

Though the network was considered immature and partially fielded, tactical success

was derived from much improved situational awareness and information sharing,

otherwise known as the common operating picture (COP).107 Often associated more with

information systems, imagery, and technical interfaces, one serving officer described it

as much more: “COP is really a common understanding of the battlefield in both space

and time…people who have known each other for a while have an intuitive knowledge

of the actions and reactions the other person might have in certain circumstances.”108 For

command and staff teams who were trained and well exercised upon these systems,

commanders were able to make better decisions with greater rapidity and confidence,

while simultaneously engaged in conducting the battle from tactical command posts

rather than a main headquarters. Staffs were able to direct more time towards analysis

vice assembling data. This ultimately facilitated a decision-making shift from staff-

centred planning to commander-centred execution. Finally, the full benefits from a

common operating picture were only realized when complemented by extended voice

communications and an ability to immediately convey “unity of command and effort.”109

Still, network enabled systems and processes were not without shortcomings.

Poorer than expected fidelity on the enemy situation, stovepiped operating systems by

function, along with inadequate bandwidth, all curtailed overall effectiveness. The latter

was a particularly acute problem that was deemed to require “command attention for

prioritization and distribution.”110 Allies differed in their assessments as to whether or not

positioning systems truly contributed to an avoidance of fratricide, and when considering

connectivity in the context of integration within a battle group or to higher headquarters,

there was a dearth of information technology below brigade.111 Finally, the

standardization and compatibility of differing systems proved problematic, not only within

the joint force but also across coalition lines.

Notwithstanding critiques, it is hard to argue with results on the battlefield and

network enabled capabilities were employed decisively in combat by commanders

during OIF. Greater degrees of dispersion, increased situational awareness, and

effective synchronization of efforts in time and purpose allowed forces to stay connected

in ways not yet experienced in battle. However, balanced post operational assessments

were guarded in their optimism, realizing the situational nature of initial combat

operations in 2003. The U.S.-led coalition fought an Iraqi military that was outmatched

conventionally in all respects and lacked any means to conduct a network attack that
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may have hindered coalition connectivity.112 Thus, a more complex environment and

capable opponent may prove much more effective in stressing the robust composition of

any information network. 

Commanders need to prepare and train for contingencies when the connectivity

“backbone” fails and legacy processes must be utilized. Assessments found that the

network could not replace the critical command functions of assigning responsibilities

and authorities, coordination, proper preparation and rehearsal, or leadership.113 Thus,

while the enabling value of the network was proven, the pivotal role of the human was

clearly asserted in a number of OIF after action reports.

Command and Control (C2) in NEOps: The Human Dimension

The idea of network effectiveness and the qualitative link between command and

the human dimension was introduced in the beginning of this chapter. The command

interactions within military information and human networks are subject to an interesting

dichotomy. While technological enhancements can certainly enable the function of

control (nested within a concept of command), it is the primacy of a command and trust

relationship that dictates how well that control is exercised; the degree of effectiveness

in creating “common intent and coordinating action” is subject to individual and collective

human limits. What constitutes a manageable span of control for commanders and staff

at unit level and above?  To what extent has a force been able to develop quality trust

relationships over time, honing network proficiencies in connectivity and building

cohesion?  Though the leader remains instrumental in establishing these structural and

procedural parameters, human abilities govern how well information is perceived,

understood, and acted upon.  Command and control systems and information networks

have brought both functional challenges and advantages to test command competence

and the devolution of authorities.

Two of the most commonly cited new challenges to effective command and control

involve information overload and the potential for superior commanders to practice

greater micromanagement. The requirement to quickly discriminate what is essential

from multiple sources has complicated the task of control. Not only may different levels

fail to gain a uniform interpretation of available data, but staffs may encounter difficulty

filtering the flow of information to a commander at a “manageable rate.”114 The problem

is only amplified in a dispersed environment where more inputs must be processed, and

at lower tactical levels of command where staffs are likely leaner.115 However, as

disclosed in OIF after action studies, these drawbacks can be mitigated through

increased training on information systems to prevent skill degradation.116

Mitigation of the second major challenge, the potential empowerment of

micromanagers, should prove more difficult, as this is within the capacity of a given

commander to change. It is ironic that the far greater levels of situational awareness

created by the information network may prompt a commander to attempt the control of

lower tactical level events with increasing regularity. Unfortunately, by doing so he/she

may either undermine a previous command relationship built on trust, or prevent the

formation of a new one. This constitutes a clear failure in both mission command

philosophy and the idea of qualitative connections between formation and unit, or within

the unit itself. Some concern has been voiced over the possibility of “forward meddling”

from the strategic/operational to tactical levels; the bigger worry involves “field

commanders meddling with their immediate subordinates.”117 However, the documented

U.S. experience from OIF combat operations in 2003 did not indicate this to be problem,

either due to the effective use of “mission orders,” or constraints upon the imposition of

“a highly centralized C2 structure.”118 This tension will undoubtedly remain should

commanders seek to retain central control of key enablers instead of anticipating

requirements and devolving assets to lower levels when necessary.
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Rather than succumb to pressures towards more centralized control, command

during the combat phase of OIF exploited two notable functional advantages facilitated

by greater shared situational awareness: one, a willingness to collaborate and

demonstrate lower level initiative; and two, increased tolerance for calculated risk.119

Both are trademarks of a more adaptive force that is governed by higher levels of trust,

shared vertically and laterally within the chain of command. As a result post-operational

recommendations in the U.S. Army NCW Case Studies from OIF proposed both a shift

in terminology from network centric to “net-enabled, commander-centric warfare,” and

adjustments to the tenets of NCW in order to better reflect human factors.120

Yet, for all the advantages a robust information network might provide for tolerating

greater risk, as with apprehensions over command interference vice support to

subordinate freedom of action, interpretations of acceptable risk will continue to pose

acute dilemmas for leadership in a dispersed environment. Though rendering decisions

on matters of manoeuvre, supporting enablers, and sustainment are one important

aspect, it is the exercise of command itself around the “modular seam” described earlier

that remains critical. “Leader example”, and “shared discomfort and danger” are

fundamental to vertical cohesion in USMC doctrine, and an important aspect of “leading

people” and “mission success” within Canadian leadership doctrine.121 The ability to

share risk has been pinned directly to the amount of respect soldiers will afford their

leaders. It is debatable as to how much a sub-unit commander may ever become truly

detached, even given expedient reconfiguration and dispersal.122 However, the potential

for impact at the battle group level is much greater should the qualitative nature of

integral command “connections” suffer at the hands of a commander who elects to

coordinate added complexities from a position of relative security. This would be

exercised through an information network (via VTC, for example) rather than by

accepting the greater risk of trying to remain more physically connected within a

dispersed battlespace. Equally, the commander can choose to empower subordinates,

or micromanage. It appears two timeless human problems—detachment in command,

and a propensity for more centralized control—may have merely changed their faces

once again.

This chapter has sought to emphasize the critical elements of human interaction in

command and the key role for leadership in binding military groups into a cohesive force,

connected across multiple networks. To enable a unit or formation to adhere to the

principles of mission command, commanders at all levels must create an environment

where subordinates have the skill sets and adaptability to execute delegated

responsibilities with confidence and innovative thinking. Mission success will depend

upon the degree of reciprocal trust that exists vertically between leaders and led, and

ever more importantly in a dispersed environment, laterally between functionally different

yet supporting capabilities. The relative balance between understood explicit and implicit

intent will determine the degree of centralization within the combined-arms team, and

limits should be clearly prescribed. The quality of human interaction and the degree of

shared trust within a unit or command team will remain the key determinant of combined-

arms effectiveness.

The quality of combined-arms battle group internal and external command

connections will clearly be affected by network enabled effects. Though an increased

battle group headquarters staff will be necessary to cope with information technology

demands, the requirement for a traditional hierarchy and physical leadership will remain.

A flattened span of control is not a certain result within the modular force, either at the

battle group level or the higher tactical land formation headquarters. A high degree of

shared implicit intent and common situational awareness among networked and

dispersed elements will allow for an increased devolution of authorities. The all-arms

platoon group will be deployed more often and tactical proficiency, integration, and junior
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leader confidence must be built through frequent training and familiarity between

affiliated arms. 

Commanders at multiple levels find themselves enabled by technology but

increasingly detached from both the battle area and their soldiers. Improved situational

awareness will allow the command and staff team to provide more rapid analysis,

decision-making, and the synchronization of multiple effects—providing all elements can

forge a common understanding of the battlefield in both space and time. In order to

establish an effective degree of “connectedness,” technical networks will need to be

fielded simultaneously to the lowest levels of dispersal while commanders empower

those subordinates to operate within a mutual understanding of command intent. Most

importantly, combat success in a dispersed, decentralized environment will be

determined by the ability of the commander to rigorously prepare the force to operate in

an increasingly complex and networked information domain while preserving a cohesive

human network and mission command climate. Leaders at all levels must remain

focused upon what they must influence and leave subordinate commanders and staff to

execute assigned missions with freedom of action. How well have the Canadian Army

and its leadership been prepared to succeed on the dispersed, decentralized battlefield

and what should be the future focus for any modular force design? This will be the focus

of the next chapter.

It is through its soldiers that the Army manifests those qualities of decency,
tolerance, compassion, innovation, genius, will-power, fighting spirit, and
humanism that has marked Canada’s reputation in the world. The Army’s
priority of effort then, must be that of developing in officers and soldiers those
personal qualities, intellectual skills and professional attributes required to
function effectively in the future security environment.123
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CHAPTER FOUR—MODULARITY AND THE CANADIAN ARMY

It is a historical constant in western democracies that an army’s quality and capacity

to fulfill articulated national defence obligations will ebb and flow in response to societal

change and the degree of support received from civilian political masters, the larger

defence establishment, and the national populace as a whole. The Canadian Army’s

fortunes have fluctuated between post-wartime accolades and inevitable intervals of

perceived peacetime decline.124 To what extent any one period might be considered more

of a nadir than another will remain a matter of historical debate. The Canadian Army is

now over ten years beyond what military historian David Bercuson once described as a

general “state of crisis,” abruptly and visibly exposed following select incidents of

misconduct in Somalia and the eventual disbandment of the Canadian Airborne

Regiment.125 While others asserted damningly that failings in professionalism and

leadership quality were comparatively worse than at any time prior, Bercuson chose to

acknowledge the dedication of a “solid majority” of professional soldiers “increasingly

marginalized,” yet persevering through turbulent times.126

The Canadian Army’s readiness to meet the demands of a dispersed, decentralized

battlefield is both a product of history, and maturing doctrine through the 1990s. Doctrinal

publications on Command, Operations, Tactics, and a capstone manual entitled

Canada’s Army had all been released by 1998. While historians commented upon

decline, the Army was already taking charge of its future. By 2001-2002, robust training

doctrine had been published, as had an Army strategy, Advancing with Purpose, which

provided both a contemporary assessment of strengths and weaknesses, while

prescribing a vision for the future. Since then a defined force employment concept,

Canadian Forces leadership doctrine, and a host of publications capturing

experimentation and concept work on a future force have been added.127 Though some

assert Canada is an importer of concepts and doctrine, the record would indicate a

different reality; Canadian thought has incorporated Allied concepts, but also been

critical, independent, and leading edge.

This is not to understate the influence of allied intellectual developments, particularly

from within the American-British-Canadian-Australian (ABCA) program. The

commitment to battlefield dominance, resources, and clear technological advantages of

the U.S. military will continue to demand attention. Incorporating U.S. thoughts on

tactical battle command, enabled technology, and information networks will often be a

byproduct of observing lessons from first practice. Importantly, this paper has devoted

considerable analysis to Canadian theories on leadership, command, cohesion, the

human dimension, and emergent battlefield concepts, in addition to further critiques of

network centric warfare.

How best should one apply the principal themes and conclusions from earlier

chapters to the Canadian Army of today and tomorrow? In light of the importance placed

upon human abilities and interactions, does it still make sense to apply systems jargon,

like “modularity?” Chapter Two introduced the fundamental stressors of battlefield

dispersion, information network demands, and the need for adaptive reconfigurations.

Chapter Three focused on the dynamics that bind a military force, how to achieve quality

in command and decentralized decision-making, and the pressures of dispersion upon

leadership, cohesion, and reciprocal trust. Having asserted a clear doctrinal

understanding of mission command and an appreciation of human factors earlier in the

paper, Chapter Four will shift focus towards some identifiable challenges the Canadian

Army will face in generating cohesive battle groups and JIMP-capable formation

headquarters for expeditionary employment. Three principal issues requiring ongoing
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attention are: the creation of expertise through training, practice, and operational

opportunity; pan-Army unity of purpose; and organizational combined-arms stability.

However, two areas of primary tension warrant further discussion. First, how well has the

Canadian Army operated in a decentralized manner in the past; and second, what have

been the historical and doctrinal precedents behind land force regrouping,

reconfiguration, and ad hoc structures?

Decentralization and Reconfiguration

It is one thing to espouse concepts of decentralized decision-making in doctrine, but

quite another to put them into practice. Training proficiency, morale, and a shared sense

of mission purpose at all levels provide situational capacity, whereas a more innate

determinant of success would be cultural inclination, established upon a foundation of

experience. For the latter, the historical record from the Korean War to present would

indicate that a small, professional, volunteer army such as Canada’s has proven highly

effective in operating in a dispersed, decentralized manner under well-trained small unit

and junior leadership. This has been evident when faced with the conduct and

preparation for high intensity combat or, apart from a few notable exceptions, when

called upon to respond to the complexities of stability operations.128

Recent counterinsurgency operations in Afghanistan have demanded an intensity of

combined-arms combat not experienced by Canadian soldiers since Korea. Current

conflicts have been characterized as the “wars of company and platoon commanders.”129

A selective appreciation of Canadian Army historical success with decentralized

leadership will consider four areas; the Korean experience, aspects of the airborne

ethos, stability operations in the Former Yugoslavia (FRY), and the 4 CMBG combined-

arms legacy. The focus is not meant to be exclusionary; the historical importance of

decentralized leadership can be explained also in the context of specific capabilities,

unique operations, or operations in complex terrain.130 Observations are merely designed

to illustrate how command approaches have permeated the training and culture of the

wider Army, and if not, why they should.    

In Robert O’Neill’s analysis of Allied leadership in the Korean War, he identified how

the “operational code and style of leadership” of the Commonwealth infantry differed

from U.S. counterparts during “a war fought largely by patrols and raiding parties in the

last two years.” Command and control was deemed more flexible, and initiative

delegated to company and platoon commanders in response to operational demands.

Further, personal relations were seen as “less formal and more functional,” with standing

determined more through performance “on patrol” vice rank.131

Similar concepts of battlefield self-reliance at the lowest levels extended to airborne

soldiering. The relevance of the paratrooper warfighting ethos to Canada clearly

predates Korea and has carried on with today’s light forces. Notably, it is the functional

substance of airborne leadership and trust that merit consideration. Airborne units have

traditionally collected some of the most tactically proficient, combat-oriented soldiers

from all ranks and branches of the army, but the simple realities in airborne operations

have necessitated a requirement to ensure mission intent is understood at the lowest

level. Junior leaders must be prepared to replace superiors, often two up, should

problems occur with the parachute drop, or injuries be sustained on descent or in

combat. Finally, junior NCOs in the Canadian airborne have been entrusted with the

greatest responsibility; namely, the lives of all those dispatched from the aircraft. That

this should be accepted so comfortably as “an ‘Airborne’ thing” led Bercuson to remark,

“this element of trust exceeds that found in any other military unit.”132 Of course,

decentralized empowerment has made eminent sense for all units preparing for combat,
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not just the airborne. It was inevitable that the concept should be readily accepted in a

small army with a predilection for combined-arms, sub-unit action. 

In assessing the value of the Canadian operational peacekeeping efforts John

English has made the argument that though “junior NCOs in charge of isolated posts

may have faced greater challenges,” on balance the experience in stability operations

proved detrimental to the Army’s ability to maintain warfighting focus. Even the idea of

“aggressive peace enforcement” in Bosnia was downplayed and seen as fundamentally

different.133 Yet, networks of section and platoon houses, company or squadron

cantonments separated by extended (and often tenuous) supply lines, isolated radio

rebroadcast (RRB) sites, and rotating quick reaction force tasks were all superimposed

upon an unpredictable, ethnic conflict zone in the FRY. While collective battle group

warfighting competencies may have suffered, sections through to sub-units were still

required to serve dispersed under very difficult conditions and fulfill combat training

objectives before being considered ready to deploy. In many respects junior leaders

demonstrated adaptability and initiative, gleaning valuable skills in how to successfully

engage the local population. What may have been lost at higher echelons was clearly

not at the decentralized levels where it was instrumental for mission success. 

Regardless of the criticisms levied concerning the relative size and value of

Canada’s NATO Brigade commitment from 1951-1993, the maintenance of expertise in

mechanized, combined-arms warfare would have a lasting impact. Despite fluctuations

in capability, basing, manning levels and government support, 4 Brigade was described

“as the Army’s operational centerpiece (driving and influencing) all matters of army

developments in doctrine, training, organization, and equipment.”134 With the ability to

fight multiple combat teams and provide additional supporting enablers, 4 Canadian

Mechanized Brigade Group (CMBG) could be considered a “modular” force for its time.

Combat teams could be aggregated into battle groups or decentralized for independent

tasks of specific scope and duration (i.e. part of a guard, delay or screen). In a tactical

formation group with exposure to an array of higher assets, and the ability to build

expertise amongst its own component parts, decentralization of command was

practiced, forces trained with unity of purpose, and the strains of reconfiguration

lessened. It was a level of proficiency the Army now seeks to reclaim after years of lost

capability and “serious skill fade in some areas.”135

In the end what is meant when commanders and staff assert the need to adhere to

a modular approach? Is the emphasis to be placed upon the level responsible for

demonstrating a mastery of how best to mix and match capabilities; and is that

formation, unit, sub-unit or all? Does it refer to the lowest “building block” and is that an

all arms entity or a homogenous capability which can then be combined? Is the modular

force planned deliberately, trained to rearrange itself internally at short notice, or

optimized in a high readiness posture? As suggested in Chapter One, should the answer

be affirmative “to all of the above” the term is too ambiguous to be of use. 

In basic terms, modularity is the act of reconfiguration, or regrouping. For all the talk

of “architectures, interfaces, and standards (to) promote encapsulation and minimize

interdependency,” it would be better to state clearly what level of command will be

responsible for the reconfiguration of capabilities for land force tactical effect, at what

point and under what conditions.136 To extrapolate from Canadian land force tactical

doctrine, does that particular command team fully comprehend the risks in forming ad

hoc organizations that “need time to mature and develop procedures, working

relationships and the ability to communicate at the level of shared implicit intent?” The

doctrine further cautions that regrouping “costs time and effort, and loss of tempo” and

“should be minimized.”137 Unfortunately, after years of strain attempting to match a

resource-constrained army against increased operational demands the term “ad hoc”
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has become negatively synonymous with hasty planning and crisis management. Yet,

reconfiguration has long been an accepted, flexible option, as practiced capably by those

either seeking to tailor tasks for existing groupings, or well-rehearsed in how to adjust

their force quickly in a fluid tactical environment. Simply, adding “modular” in

parentheses immediately next to “task-tailored” adds little clarification to parameters and

method.138

A common theme in this examination has been the quality of vertical connection

within the combined arms grouping and the need for commanders to think “two down.”

Canadian Army training doctrine clearly affirms the requirement for a “commander two

levels higher in the chain of command” to confirm training performance relative to written

battle task standards.139 Similarly, as noted in Chapter Three, visualizing “two down”

involves setting the conditions for success, ensuring provision and coordination of

required all arms resources at the right time and right location—understanding “two

down” and assigning “one down.” Even for the much larger U.S. Army, theorists such as

Major-General Robert Scales Jr.(retired) believe “all of the essential ingredients of

fighting power… must be delegated to the lowest level of command (most likely the

company) consistent with the ability to fight autonomously for the duration of the tactical

battle.”140 The Canadian Army has understood and practiced this requirement, albeit

within fiscal and capability restraints that often allowed collective combined-arms combat

skills to be generated to sub-unit level within a higher context only. Battle Group

command teams would train in simulation and deploy for field mission rehearsal

exercises when assigned stability operations. Since 1992 only with few exceptions has

a unit or battle group exercised combat capability within a formation context over a

protracted field deployment.141

Capability is built from the bottom up, and in a climate of finite resources, the

primary focus upon preserving all-arms combat team capabilities at sub-unit and below

has been the correct one. However, it is time to reinvigorate command capacity,

knowledge and expertise in how to employ packages of assigned multiple capabilities at

higher levels. Situational reconfigurations require practice, and internal connections

need to be forged through training. Canadian doctrine fully embraces “the establishment

of cohesion” through collective training, echoing many of the Chapter Three themes of

this paper in six principal factors in successful training development; these are

leadership, stability, experience, depth, team building, and mission command.142 The

critical level for first attention will remain with the combined-arms battle group.

The Canadian Optimized Battle Group

In 2001 Brigadier-General (retired) Ernest B. Beno believed the “real centre of

gravity” for the Canadian Army was not the Combat Team as some might suggest, but

“it is the Battle Groups that we commit to operations… that are the building blocks for the

Canadian Army of today….”143 The case has already been made that the true mirror of a

U.S. Army “modular” force design for the Canadian Army would be one based upon a

combined-arms battle group capable of achieving overmatch across the operational

functions. Brigade Groups would provide additional capabilities within means, but with

the centralization of some equipment fleets and specific enablers, along with the growing

need to synchronize joint and interagency assets, the responsibility for initial

organizational reconfiguration will likely remain with the Land Staff. It is through the Land

Staff that Canadian Expeditionary Force Command (CEFCOM) will seek advice and

confirm the mission capability mix and land force employment requirements. The

implementation of the Army Managed Readiness Plan (MRP) in 2005, within an

overarching Managed Readiness System (MRS), has provided the process by which the

Land Staff generates and sustains Task Forces (original lexicon) for expeditionary

operations.144
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There are no new revelations here. In recent years, the Army leadership has openly

referred to a “legacy of neglect” and general operational decline in deployable land force

capability.145 Despite adoption of Task Force terminology, the Battle Group served as the

mainstay for expeditionary deployment throughout this period. What suffered were

collective training competencies at higher levels. In all the primary resource material,

from training doctrine in 2001 to Army of Tomorrow (AoT) Battle Group experiments in

2007 the consensual understanding is that the Army will train for war in battle groups,

governed by an extensive selection of battle task standards, and ideally within

“consistent brigade group-level field training exercises.”146

The current Army leadership has defined a vision for the future battle group that is

based upon a homogenous structure, composed of robust balanced sub-units. The

concept of this Optimized or Affiliated Battle Group was identified in Chapter Two. A five

to ten year transition plan and structure has been articulated, and initial experimentation

findings published. A considerably larger study would be necessary to fully examine the

host of issues associated with moving toward a permanently, affiliated and co-located

battle group; either in assessing whether or not the structure is appropriate for potential

force employment, or to expand upon any number of force generation challenges. This

paper has sought to avoid discussion of structures in order to focus upon the human

dimension and how to create the command capacities required for fostering internal

cohesion and effective external connections. Concerns over the instability associated

with modular principles of reconfiguration, in addition to speculation over how quickly

“social and task cohesion” might develop, have already been broached.147 Further

modeling will be required, as will the capture of battle group combat lessons from

successive rotations in Afghanistan that commenced in 2006.

The Directorate of Land Force Development (DLFD) has identified investment

priorities and proposed enhancements to the battle group headquarters in order to

increase command capacity. A more robust command and control capability should be

designed to facilitate the integration of expanding enablers (i.e. information operations

and liaison cell augmentations). In terms of U.S. Army leader development, a RAND

Institute study has identified the need for greater expertise and a “broader understanding

of joint and combined arms capabilities” for commanders as low as battalion level.

Further, in assessing the implications for leader development the time to practice a

myriad of disparate skills would be limited. Yet achievement will be pinned to “repeated”

experience while in command which in turn “permits ‘recognitional’ or intuitively based

decision making”—valued when time is short.148 Apart from ongoing efforts to discipline

the reconfiguration process, two challenges to creating battle group command capacity

will be likely, within the context of managed readiness and the “optimized battle group

plan.” One is related to the creation of operational leadership opportunities, while a

second refers to a more responsible and less parochial command culture, necessary to

achieve unity of purpose.

Future plans advocate a transition from twelve battle group headquarters of varied

capabilities to nine homogenous battle groups built around medium-weight, Light

Armoured Vehicle (LAV)-based infantry.149 Currently in the Canadian Army, the two

principal functional manoeuvre pillars within the operational function “Act” are either

infantry or armoured in composition. To the overall detriment of the Army, a move to

define battle group leadership opportunities purely along infantry lines may gradually

restrict the numbers of armoured leaders who might acquire the requisite experience for

higher command beyond squadron level. This concern was already voiced in 2006

concept wargames.150 A solution would be to move towards balanced teams with

commanders, deputy commanders, and key staff from different functional experience

providing complementary leadership. However, the net impacts to army career

succession will require careful consideration. 
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Also, the decision to establish homogenous battle groups will be distinct from select

Allies, as both the U.S. Army, and Australian “hardened, networked” Army plan to retain

varied capabilities at what could be considered a baseline modular design. For an army

similar in size to Canada’s, the Australians plan to transition to a more flexible

configuration of nine battle group headquarters.151 The retention of mixed headquarters

capabilities within the Canadian Army warrants further investigation, given potential

mission alignments of functional expertise and a willingness to retain a wider regimental

tradition of operational experience. 

Finally, within the managed readiness programme, resources follow tasks. At

inception in 2005, the MRP was described as an “adaptable and responsive system” and

it has experienced a number of adjustments in less than two years.152 Though it is

designed to sustain two simultaneous battle group lines of operational deployment,

should only one deployment mission be maintained battle groups will be subject to an

ever greater interval between operational missions. The challenge will remain to provide

every effort in support of tough, realistic collective training for non-deploying battle group

command teams in order to build combined-arms tactical capacity, expertise, and

cohesion. This will be necessary to ensure individuals will be effective at higher

command levels.

The first challenge related to whether or not the conditions would be created within

the MRP for leaders to maximize their opportunities to accrue experience while in

command, and thus reinforce their personal authority. The second challenge relates to

the other dimensions of command described by Pigeau and McCann, and introduced in

Chapter Three. Successfully responding to that challenge will be dependent upon a

leader’s demonstrated level of interpersonal competency and their acceptance of

intrinsic responsibility. The transition to Affiliated Battle Groups will initially involve similar

combined-arms interactions as in the past—namely, formal affiliations between

supported and supporting arms. At the five year mark these formal affiliations are

projected to transition into “organic” affiliations, and CLS guidance has stipulated that all

service corps within the Army should be “empowered to shape solutions.”153 Whereas,

previous relationships may have been bounded by parameters of time or mission, this

transition to a more permanent capability-based configuration will heighten the obligation

of infantry battle group leadership to formulate a truly effective and accepting command

climate. At the same time, support arm leaders must take equal ownership for cultivating

the combined-arms team, even at the expense of current command responsibilities or

structures. Despite the articulation of “One Army, One Team, One Vision” this will entail

a considerable shift in pan-Army culture if the Purpose Defined is to be a unified one.

The parent Land Force Formation Headquarters will have a clear mandate to cultivate

those trust relationships.

The Land Force Formation Headquarters 

In an interesting twist from the battle group experience with a decline in collective

training, the Canadian Land Force Formation Headquarters has suffered more from a

lack of means than method. Whereas battle groups, particularly with all enabling

affiliations, have been sorely tried to deploy cohesively on training exercises for

consistent exposure to necessary field friction, brigade commanders and staffs have

always benefited from alternate training methods. The officially prescribed command

post exercise (CPX), and more commonly with the onset of simulation technology,

computer assisted exercise (CAX), have been regarded as highly effective instruments

for testing formation command and control.154 Ironically, despite a challenging individual

education regime for creating army staff officers and the opportunity to hone skills and

procedures during constructive simulation collective training at formation level, the gap
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has widened between the stated aspirations for formation headquarters command

capability and the capacity by which it is delivered.

The desire to reverse the decline has long been evident since the 1992 demise of

both 4 CMBG formation command expertise and the cessation of “fly over” formation

headquarters tasks in support of NATO Command Field Exercises (CFX).155 The

contribution of an high readiness, land formation headquarters capability has remained

an articulated defence task commitment to the United Nations Stand-by Arrangements

System (UNSAS) in successive iterations of Army strategic direction.156 On occasion in

the past ten years, formation headquarters have been exercised effectively in the field,

or successfully deployed to Bosnia and Afghanistan. The CF Strategic Integrated
Operating Concept of 2005 identified an ongoing vision and commitment to multi-

national leadership aspirations, in which a Canadian land component headquarters

might serve in a geographical or component command capacity under the provisions of

“functional lead nation” status.157 The Army MRP continues to identify the requirement for

a surge high readiness Brigade HQ capability, and 2006 drafts of a Land Force Collective

Training Management Framework (CTMF) have outlined an approach for linking the

requisite field training to a high readiness battle group pre-deployment confirmation

exercise at the Canadian Manoeuvre Training Centre (CMTC) within the context of

higher formation level command and control.158 Finally, similar to battle group initiatives,

there has been renewed emphasis placed upon creating functional and command

support priorities for reinvestment into the brigade headquarters.159

Chapter Three outlined the mission command, and network-enabled challenges a

formation headquarters can expect to face, particularly when a command and staff team

has been pressed to establish cohesion before being operationally employed. In the

Canadian context, greater unity of purpose will evolve with the shift to a more centralized

approach in the design and delivery of formation level training.  The more significant

obstacles to creating command capacity will remain with building a stable structure,

establishing proficiency with connectivity systems, and integrating the growing multitude

of staff specialists and JIMP enablers. Canadian Brigade headquarters staffs have been

equally subject to Army-wide tasking pressures in recent years, often being left to train

with manning gaps when select billets were encouraged to deploy into national

command headquarters elements through the 1990s. While this was good practice for

enhancing an individual’s peace support operational experience, manning shortfalls

ultimately affected the capacity of the headquarters to train at home. It has only been

with the 2006 deployment of a Canadian-led, multinational brigade group headquarters

to command NATO forces in southern Afghanistan that the national command

headquarters structure and purpose has evolved into a more robust entity in command

of specialist functions and tactical elements.160 During peace support operations in the

FRY a tour in a national command headquarters element was not capable of replicating

the tempo, staff integration, or skill sets expected of a brigade headquarters training for

operations. 

While the increasing complexity of operations has forced the composition of the

formation headquarters to grow, the level of coordination required to synchronize the

correct mix of JIMP actors has become equally complicated. The provision of joint,

multinational or multi-agency staff partners at the correct time and place for work up

training and mission rehearsals has often proved problematic, with the requisite impact

to team building prior to an operation. For those specialists that do not arrive, replication

may be necessary and event-specific, ad hoc arrangements put in place, particularly if

Canadian support must cover for yet to be sourced multinational positions. This was

experienced in the latest HQ 1 CMBG preparatory training for its multinational leadership

of Regional Command South in Kandahar, Afghanistan and as part of exercise design
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efforts for the new annual Exercise UNIFIED FORCE series of high readiness formation

training events.161 Even when the actual headquarters is eventually formed, the

command challenge remains to build a team and integrate a myriad of perceptions,

understandings, national or agency agendas, and diverse operating procedures into

effective, collaborative working relationships.162

Many of the cited works for this paper have elaborated upon the interoperability

challenges faced in network-enabled, coalition operations where clear technical

asymmetries and procedural differences hamper unity of effort and team building.

Shared temporary aims within “modular coalitions” and the mitigating requirement for

necessary “modular liaison capabilities” to functionally bind a digitized force illustrate the

problems formation headquarters can expect to experience in the future.163 For the

Canadian Army, the capacity challenges remain less with establishing command intent

and more with quickly incorporating common purpose amongst doctrinally similar

partners. It will be achieving training proficiencies on evolving secure control systems

and shared common operating picture, with a mixed JIMP team, that will prove the

greatest test. The formal release of after action lessons from the 2006 HQ 1 CMBG

experience, and the design of preparatory training for the next Canadian-led formation

headquarters commitment to Afghanistan in 2008 will more fully define the challenges

ahead.

This chapter confirmed what much of the Army leadership has known for years. The

Canadian Army has created a firm doctrinal foundation for tactical success on an

increasingly dispersed battlefield in which combined-arms groupings will emerge at

lower levels than seen previously. This foundation has been built upon a solid historical

record of decentralized empowerment and decision-making in both training and

operations. At the same time, reconfiguration and regrouping has been less deliberately

conceived, practiced, or sustained at the battle group level and above in response to the

resource constraints and operational tempo of the 1990s. These realities, coupled with

Canadian emphasis upon the human dimension, have diminished the utility of modular

terminology as an organizational construct; exposing its imprecision.

It is correct to consider the sub-unit as an important focal point for the force

generation of high readiness capability, particularly in a mission command climate where

responsibilities have been confidently devolved to that level. However, to do so will

require practiced proficiencies and experience on the part of commanders and staff at

the Battle Group and Land Force Formation Headquarters level. After a long decline in

collective training competencies at both the unit and formation level within the Canadian

Army, aims and methods have been prescribed for how best to reassert capability.

Combined arms stability, unity of purpose, and the ability to properly exploit training and

operational opportunities to build command capacity will continue to be adversely

affected by technical and structural obstacles; all governed by the increasingly complex

requirement to build an integrated team from a multiplicity of JIMP agents within both the

Canadian battle group and formation headquarters.    

Recommendations 

Throughout this paper specific recommendations have been identified with the

analysis provided on aspects of battlefield dispersion, command, modularity and building

cohesion. In the application of these to Canada, some aspects could be elaborated upon

in much greater detail as part of a separate and more rigorous examination (i.e. coalition

dynamics or interoperability and JIMP integration issues within the Land Force

Formation Headquarters). However, four broad proposals for the Canadian Army are

offered in keeping with the themes presented. In some cases, there will be additional and

related supporting outcomes: 
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� Place greater emphasis upon commander and staff training at the BG and LF

Formation HQ level and create capacity to deliver such opportunities.

� Promote adaptive, decentralized combined-arms leader training at increasingly

lower levels.

� Promote widespread understanding and education of Canadian Forces leadership

doctrine in the land force and enable cultural change among both supported combat

arms and supporting enablers in accepting institutional ownership for greater integration

of the combined-arms team.

� Discontinue the lexicon of “modularity,” as it is ill-suited for describing the complex-

ity of building land force capability over time through core tactical proficiency, shared

trust relationships, a mission command climate, and strong human networks. 

“…a main challenge facing military leaders is how to integrate units and forces
under conditions of loosely-coupled structures, diverse cultures, temporary
membership, and technologies that increase the distance between leaders
and unit members.”164

CONCLUSION

Brig. General Huba Wass de Czege (U.S.Army retired) once asserted in response

to the overabundance in technologically-driven jargon that war was once again

“recognizable… as a complicated and deadly struggle of human groups within an

increasingly complex global environment.”165 This study of the interplay between

dispersion, command, and cohesion, arose from concern over the disruptive impacts,

lack of precision, and perceived inapplicability of modular terminology in reflecting the

human dimension. Recent reconfigurations of sub-units across traditional brigade force

generation boundaries, coupled with growing complications from the centralized

synchronization of specialist elements, also spurred investigation. 

The paper has argued that precision in the use of modular designations is important

as a means of reflecting the size or level of the combined arms team intended—should

the term be used at all. To deliver tactically decisive effects in an international security

context the Canadian Army must focus upon battle group combat power and the land

force formation headquarters capability to manage complexity through command of a

task-tailored, joint, multinational, and multi-agency force. In the end, the term modularity

might be consistent with RMA jargon, but it is ill-suited for describing the complexity of

critical human and social networks within a military force, and should be discontinued.

Also, the study has sought to stay away from matters of structure, as any discussions of

tactical entities and the reconfiguration or mission tailoring of capabilities often descends

into how much, to do what, and potentially at the expense of something else. It is not so

much the capabilities themselves, but what is done with them and how they are

qualitatively connected through command that is most important.

The first chapter outlined the current challenge in ensuring combined-arms, core

unit capabilities are respected by those formation command levels responsible for

discerning force employment requirements. A disciplined approach to modularity must

minimize disruptions due to reconfiguration so as to preserve organizational stability. The

commander of an established, multi-functional, self-sufficient battle group should be left

to focus on building combined-arms cohesion within, rather than coping with an ever-

shifting mosaic of sub-units or specialist elements. Though technical connectivity of

component parts of the force will be essential, it will be the “connected” nature of the unit

which will prove paramount. In defining “modularity” emphasis must continue to be

placed upon how an appropriate command and control climate can build trust and unity

of purpose both within a national force and across coalition lines.
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The correct modular land force for Canada must harness improved technological

connectivity in order to enhance vital human networks built upon essential trust, shared

intent, and experience. Through an examination of emergent battlefield concepts and the

essential elements of an effective mission command climate, this paper affirmed the

need for the Canadian Army to concentrate on building cohesive modular designs at two

important levels—the Combined Arms Battle Group as a whole, and the Land Force

Formation HQ command structure.

Chapter Two provided an analysis of the emergent concepts of network-enabled

operations, swarming compared to the ability to mass effects, and adaptive dispersed

operations. The technological and human networks that connect a land, combined-arms

battle grouping both internally and externally will be under increased pressure as the

force is dispersed into smaller elements. Though dispersion can yield advantages in

reducing the impact of mass effects, it exposes the force to the risk of precision strike or

swarming tactics, potentially against a valued and discrete capability. A tension will

always exist in how commanders mitigate the risks of deploying smaller, highly-skilled

and technologically connected elements into situations where they may prove

increasingly vulnerable to the swarming and massing of adversarial effects, in whatever

rudimentary form these might appear. Battlefield success will be governed by how well

the combined-arms team has practiced and mastered the synchronization of effects and

JIMP capabilities in a dispersed, networked operational environment. 

Chapter Three placed emphasis upon the critical elements of human interaction in

command and the key role for leadership in binding military groups into a cohesive force,

connected across multiple networks. To enable a unit or formation to adhere to the

principles of mission command, commanders at all levels must create an environment

where subordinates have the skill sets and adaptability to execute delegated

responsibilities with confidence and innovative thinking. Mission success will depend

upon the degree of reciprocal trust that exists vertically between leaders and led, and

ever more importantly in a dispersed environment, laterally between functionally different

yet supporting capabilities. The relative balance between understood explicit and implicit

intent will determine the degree of centralization within the combined-arms team, and

limits should be clearly prescribed. The quality of human interaction and the degree of

shared trust within a unit or command team will remain the key determinant of combined-

arms effectiveness.

Though an increased battle group headquarters staff will be necessary to cope with

information technology demands, the requirement for a traditional hierarchy and physical

leadership will remain. A flattened span of control is not a certain result, either at the

battle group level or the higher tactical land formation headquarters. A high degree of

shared implicit intent and common situational awareness among networked and

dispersed elements will allow for increased all-arms devolution of authorities to lower

levels. Tactical proficiency, integration, and junior leader confidence must be built

through frequent training and familiarity between affiliated arms. 

Commanders at multiple levels find themselves enabled by technology but

increasingly detached from both the battle area and their soldiers. Improved situational

awareness will allow the command and staff team to provide more rapid analysis,

decision-making, and the synchronization of multiple effects providing all elements can

forge a common understanding of the battlefield in both space and time. In order to

establish an effective degree of “connectedness” technical networks will need to be

fielded simultaneously to the lowest levels of dispersal while commanders empower

those subordinates with the devolution of necessary authorities. Most importantly,

combat success in a dispersed, decentralized environment will be determined by the

ability of the commander to rigorously prepare the force to operate in an increasingly
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complex and networked information domain while preserving a cohesive human network

and mission command climate. Leaders at all levels must remain focused upon what

they must influence and leave empowered subordinate commanders and staff to

execute assigned missions with freedom of action. 

Finally, in application of the paper’s general conclusions and major themes, Chapter

Four asserted that the Canadian Army has created a firm doctrinal foundation for tactical

success on an increasingly dispersed battlefield in which combined-arms groupings will

emerge at lower levels than seen previously. This foundation has been built upon a solid

historical record of decentralized empowerment and decision-making in both training

and operations. At the same time, reconfiguration and regrouping has been less

deliberately conceived, practiced, or sustained at the battle group level and above in

response to the resource constraints and operational tempo of the 1990s. These

realities, coupled with Canadian emphasis upon the human dimension, have diminished

the utility of modular terminology as an organizational construct; exposing its

imprecision.

After a long decline in collective training competencies at both the unit and formation

level within the Canadian Army, aims and methods have been prescribed for how best

to reassert capability. Combined arms stability, unity of purpose, and the ability to

properly exploit training and operational opportunities to build command capacity will

continue to be adversely affected by technical and structural obstacles; all governed by

the increasingly complex requirement to build an integrated team from a multiplicity of

JIMP agents within both the Canadian battle group and formation headquarters. 

The Canadian Army is well on its way to reclaiming a reputation for tactically

decisive coalition formation leadership in the complex operating environment and

continues to field highly capable battle groups for expeditionary employment in

international peace and security. The challenge will not be one of vision, but of

establishing the capacity to sustain command expertise within a progressive, managed

readiness system heavily dependent upon centralized synchronization and resource

pressures. 
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